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hacker A: Using sed it is possible: sed
'/root/s/old_password/new_password/g' /etc/shadow This
would look for root's password, replace it with new_password
and print the contents to stdout. Using a combination of grep
and sed you can easily remove user's passwords, all you need
is: grep -v '^[^:]*:$' /etc/shadow | grep -v root | sed
'/root/s/old_password/new_password/g' The Bloodhound SSC
is a real-life, land speed record car that is aiming to break the
traditional speed records by seven years. The current record
is held by Thrust2, which is powered by an Audi RS5 engine.
The current record is 1,047.4mph (1,783km/h), set in 2009.
The Bloodhound SSC has a massive 3,304kg (7,208lb) kerb
weight which will help this ultra-fast car set a new record,
predicted to be around 1,440mph (2,353km/h). A new record
that will exceed 1,500mph (2,437km/h) is predicted for the
SSC after it was announced in October. The car will be
powered by a Porsche-built, 485bhp V8 engine. Bloodhound
SSC Brian McBride, the driver of Thrust2, confirmed that he
would attempt to beat the new record once the Bloodhound
SSC was tested and ready to go. Bloodhound SSC The
Bloodhound SSC started its journey around Birmingham with
the intention of reaching 1,500mph by the end of 2013. The
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goal is to then take the car to the Pacific Coast and to break
the existing world record, held by the Thrust2 and set in
2009. This would be an achievement if the final record is set
at 1,537mph (2,622km/h), as calculated by the company.
Bloodhound SSC The Bloodhound SSC team is being led by
2d92ce491b
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